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LOADS AND AEROELASTICITY DIVISION 
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR FY 1987 
AND PLANS FOR FY 1988 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this paper is to present the Loads and Aeroelasticity Division's 
research accomplishments for FY 87 and research plans for FY 88. The work under 
each branch (technical area) will be described in terms of highlights of 
accomplishments during the past year and highlights of plans for the current year as 
they relate to five year plans and the objectives for each technical area. This 
information will be useful in program coordination with other government 
organizations, universities, and industry in areas of mutual interest. 
ORGANIZATION 
The Langley Research Center is organized by directorates as shown on figure 1. 
Directorates are organized by divisions and offices. The Loads and Aeroelasticity 
Division of the Structures Directorate consists of five branches as shown on figure 2. 
This figure lists the key people in the division which consists of 69 NASA civil servants 
and nine members of the Army Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA, Army Aviation 
Systems Command located at Langley Research Center. Recent changes in key 
people include the selection of Dr. Thomas E. Noll as Assistant Head of the 
Aeroservoelasticity Branch, the reassignment of Robert V. Doggett Jr. from Head, 
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch, to LAD Chief Scientist, and the appointment of 
Dr. John G. Davis as Manager, Technology for Hypersonic Structures. Each branch 
represents a technical area and disciplines under the technical areas are shown on 
the figure. All of the Army personnel work on the Rotorcraft Aeroelasticity and 
Roto rc raft St ruct u ral Dynamics disciplines. 
The division conducts analytical and experimental research in the five technical 
areas to meet technology requirements for advanced aerospace vehicles. The 
research focuses on the long range thrusts shown in figure 3. The Configuration 
Aeroelasticity Branch (CAB), Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch (UAB), and 
Aeroservoelasticity Branch (ASEB) all work in the area of Prediction and Control of 
Aeroelastic Stability and Response of Aircraft and Rotorcraft. The Aerothermal Loads 
Branch (ALB) and the Thermal Structures Branch (TSB) work the areas of Lightweight, 
Hot Structures for High Speed Vehicles (Aeronautics) and Aerothermal Structures and 
Materials Technology for Space Transportation Systems (Space). 
RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY 
The basic philosophy and motivation of the Loads and Aeroelasticity Division 
research program can be captured in selected quotes from some leaders in 
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Aerospace Research and Development. In his 13th Von Karman lecture on 
Aeroelasticity (ref. 1)1 I. E. Garrick related the following: "Von Karman's sense of 
legendary. Recognizing that the poor structures engineer was usually held 
accountable for structural integrity, he quipped, 'The aerodynamicist assumes 
everything but the responsibility."' 
I humor, which was remarkably appropriate to a given occasion, has become 
"It has been gratifying to me to observe that in major aerospace industry the 
aeroelastician is no longer the stepchild he once was. From an almost parochial 
isolated specialist, he is now the generalist who tends to pull together the separate 
efforts in structures, aerodynamics, stability and control, and propulsion, even in early 
design stages. Yet, there are still human problems such as one-way communications 
and barriers between departments as well as physical problems that are often so 
recondite and difficult that aeroelastic problems may slip through the cracks." 
I 
In his Wright Brothers Lectureship in Aeronautics on Optimization (ref. 2), Holt 
Ashley observed: "Further mention will be made in what follows of the keen 
disappointment felt by many specialists because their theories have received so little 
practical application. This phenomenon is frequently attributed to a reluctance by 
developmental engineers to adopt unfamiliar and untried methods of analysis." 
I In an appraisal of a study of hypersonic airframe structures, (ref. 3), Rene' Miller 
"The cost effectiveness of .... (Thermal) Structural Concepts is greatly I stated: 
dependent on solutions to the detailed design problems. In fact, it is likely that these 
detailed design problems as demonstrated in the X-15 program will prove to be the 
pacing item in the development of Hypersonic Aircraft." 
I The Loads and Aeroelasticity Division program is aimed at producing the data and 
analysis methods required by those who are accountable for the structural integrity of 
aerospace vehicles; to provide the detailed design data and methods for the pacing 
item of development of hypersonic vehicles - cost effective thermal structures; to 
continue to pull together those separate efforts that ought to (or must) be considered 
as a single task to preclude aeroelastic problems from slipping through the cracks; and 
to alleviate the reluctance by developmental engineers to adopt unfamiliar and untried 
methods by making them both familiar and proven. 
FACILITIES 
The Loads and Aeroelasticity Division has two major facilities available to support its 
research as shown in figure 4. 
The Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) is a Mach 0.2 to 1.2 continuous flow, 
variable-pressure wind tunnel with a 16-foot-square test section which uses a Freon- 
12 test medium primarily for dynamic aeroelastic testing. This unique facility is used 
primarily by the Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch. Semi-span, side-wall mounted 
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models and full-span cable-mounted models are used for aeroelastic studies of fixed 
wing aircraft. The Aeroelastic Rotor Experimental System (ARES) test stand is used in 
the tunnel to study the aeroelastic effects on rotors. AGeneral Rotor Aeroelastic 
Laboratory, located nearby, is used to setup the ARES test stand in preparation for 
entry into the TDT and for rotorcraft studies in hover. A modernization of the 
TDT Data Acquisition System is underway and should be operational by mid FY 88. 
The maximum Reynolds number is about 10 x 106/ft. The replacement cost for this 
facility is $76M. 
The Aerothermal Loads Complex consists of four facilities which are operated 
by the Aerothermal Loads Branch to carry out their research. The 8-Foot High 
Temperature Tunnel (8 HTT) is a unique hypersonic Mach 7 blowdown wind tunnel 
with an 8 diameter test section (uniform temperature test core of 4') that uses products 
of combustion (methane and air under pressure) as the test medium. The tunnel 
operates at dynamic pressures of 250 to 1800 psf, temperatures of 2400 to 3600"R 
and Reynolds numbers of 0.3 to 2.2 x 10Wft. The tunnel is used to test 2-D and 3-D 
type models to determine aerothermal loads and to evaluate new high temperature 
structural concepts. A major CofF item is underway to provide alternate Mach number 
capability and oxygen enrichment for the test medium. This is being done primarily to 
allow the tunnel to test models that have hypersonic air-breathing propulsion 
applications. The replacement cost for the tunnel is $50.4M. 
The 7-Inch High Temperature Tunnel (7" HTT) is a nearly 1/12 scale of the 8' HTT 
with basically the same capabilities as the larger tunnel. It is used primarily as an aid 
in the design of larger models for the 8' HTT and for aerothermal loads tests on 
subscaie models. The 7" HTT is currently being used to evaluate various new systems 
for the 8 HTT. The replacement cost for the tunnel is $0.8M. 
The two Aerothermal Arc Tunnels (20 MW and 5 MW) are used to test models in an 
environment that simulates the flight reentry envelope for high-speed vehicles such as 
the Space Shuttle. The amount of usable energy to the test medium in these facilities 
is 9 MW and 2 MW. The 5 MW is a three phase AC arc heater while the 20 MW is a 
DC arc heater. Test conditions such as temperature, flow rate, and enthalpy vary 
greatly since a variety of nozzles and throats are available and since model sizes are 
different (3" diameter to 1' x 2' panels). The replacement cost for these arc tunnels is 
$24M. These facilities are currently on a standby status. 
FY 87 ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
* .  
on A e r o e w v  R r a a  
The Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch conducts research (fig. 5) to develop the 
aeroelastic understanding and prediction capabilities needed to apply new 
aerodynamic and structural concepts to future flight vehicles and to determine and 
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solve the aeroelastic problems of current designs; to evaluate the aeroelastic 
characteristics of new rotor systems; and to determine, analytically and experimentally, 
effective means for predicting and reducing helicopter vibrations. This work is more 
clearly identified in figure 6 which shows the five-year plan of the three disciplines and 
their expected results. 
The Configuration Aeroelasticity FY 87 accomplishments listed below are 
I highlighted by figures 7 through 14. 
Aircraft Aeroelasticity: 
- Improved Adaptive Suppression System Evaluated in TDT Tests 
- Some Effects of Speed Brakes on Wing Flutter 
- Effects of Mach Number on Buffet Response of a Twin Vertical Tail Airplane 
I - Active Flexible Wing Model Successfully Tested in TDT 
Rotorcraft Aeroelasticity: 
- Rotor Tracking Sensitivity Investigated Experimentally 
Rotorcraft Structural Dynamics: 
- New Structural Design Methodology Produces Lighter Composite Main 
- Extension-Twist-Coupled Rotor Blade Concept Shown to be 
- Initial Evaluation of Industry Codes for Calculation of Coupled 
Rotor Blade Designs 
Structurally Feasible 
Rotor-Airframe Vibrations Completed 
1. Each highlight is accompanied by descriptive material. 
The Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch conducts research (fig. 15) to produce, apply, 
and validate through experiments a set of analytical methods for predicting steady and 
unsteady aerodynamic loads and aeroelastic characteristics of flight vehicles--with 
continued emphasis on the transonic range and emerging emphasis on high angle 
maneuvering conditions. Considerations of dynamic vortex-structure interactions, 
dynamic loads and buffet are becoming major areas of interest. This work is more 
clearly identified in figure 16 which shows the five year plan of the branch for theory 
development, experiments, and design methods. 
I 
A major accomplishment of the year was the Symposium on Transonic Unsteady 
Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity held at Langley on May 20-22. Ninety attendees 
represented all major airframe manufacturers, other government research 
laboratories, and universities. The number of presentations in areas of active research 
were: 
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Transonic small disturbance equation - 5 (3 CAP-TSD, 2 XTRAN3S) 
Higher equation levels - 7 (2 full potential, 4 Euler, 1 Navier-Stokes) 
Viscous interaction methods - 3 
Aeroelastic applications - 3 
Rotor unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelasticity - 2 
Semi-empirical methods - 2 
There were two presentations on complete aircraft modeling with the CAP-TSD 
code (F-15 and F-16 aircraft). 
The Unsteady Aerodynamics FY 87 accomplishments listed below are highlighted 
by figures 17 through 26. 
Methods Development: 
- Develoment of Transonic Aeroelasticity Code for Realistic Aircraft Configurations 
- Algorithm Modifications Improve Stability and Accuracy of CAP-TSD Code 
- Entropy and Vorticity Effects Improve Accuracy of Unsteady Transonic 
- Time-Accurate Euler Code Developed for Vortex-Dominated Flows 
- Improved Boundary Layer Method for Unsteady Potential Flow Agrees 
Small Disturbance (TSD) Theory 
Around Maneuvering and Deforming Wings 
with Navier-Stokes Solution 
Applications: 
CAP-TSD Results Exhibit Good Agreement with Experiment for Complete F-15 
CA ?-TS D Validated for Transonic Flutter Prediction 
Flutter Analysis Accomplished for Slender Delta Wings 
CAP-TSD Pressure Distributions Compare Well with CFL3D (Euler) Solutions 
Navier-Stokes Calculations Correlated with Transonic Cryogenic 
Wind-Tunnel Data 
Each highlight is accompanied by descriptive material. 
The Aeroservoelasticity Branch conducts research (fig. 27) to develop 
methodologies for the analysis and synthesis of multifunctional active control systems 
and conceives, recommends, and provides technical support for experiments to 
validate the methodologies. Mat hematical models needed to support NASA projects 
are used to verify the theoretical developments and their computer implementations. 
This work is more clearly identified in figure 28 which shows the five year plan of the 
three disciplines and their expected results. 
The Aeroservoelasticity FY 87 accomplishments listed below are highlighted by 
figures 29 through 34. 
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I Analysis and Design Methods: 
I - Integrated StructurdControl Law Design 
- Digital Robust Active Control Law Synthesis Using Constrained Optimization 
- Methodology for Matching Experimental and Computational Aerodynamic Data 
- Comparison of SDG and PSD Methods 
Applications and Validations: 
- Flexible Wing Response Correlates with Changing Flow Conditions in 
- Aerosewoelastic Analysis Validated by Wind-Tunnel Tests 
Transonic Range 
Each highlight is accompanied by descriptive material. 
Aerothermal Loads Branch 
The Aerothermal Loads Branch conducts research (fig. 35) to develop and validate 
solution algorithms, modeling techniques, and integrated finite element solutions for 
fluid-thermal-structural analysis; to identify and understand flow phenomena and 
flow/surface/structure interaction parameters required to define detailed aerothermal 
loads for structural design via analysis and test; and to define methods for testing in 
high enthalpy flow environments including the capability for testing air breathing 
engines at hypersonic speeds. This work is more clearly identified in figure 36 which 
shows the five year plan of the three disciplines and their expected results. 
The Aerothermal Loads Branch FY 87 accomplishments listed below are 
highlighted by figures 37 through 42. 
Experiments: - Aerothermal Study of Simulated Shuttle Chine Tile- Gaps in the 8-Foot High 
- Leading Edge Sweep Reduces Peak Pressure and Heat Transfer Rate 
- Advanced Actively Cooled Radome Performance Demonstrated in the LaRC 
Temperature Tunnel 
8 HTT 
Analysis: - Adaptive Unstructured Remeshing Improves Computational Efficiency 
- Finite Element Inviscid Results In Good Agreement With Experimental Results 
- Langley Integrated Fluid Thermal Structural Analysis of Blunt Leading Edge 
~ 
Each highlight is accompanied by descriptive material. 
Thermal Structu res B ranch 
I The Thermal Structures Branch conducts research (fig. 43) to develop and validate 
concepts for aerospace structures whose design is significantly controlled by the 
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thermal excursions of the operating environments of aerospace vehicles. Systems 
studies in concert with the Space Systems Division or Hypersonics Technology Office 
help to identify structures and materials technology needs. Structural concepts are 
then developed, analyzed, fabricated, and tested to verify the required technology 
advances. This work is more clearly identified in figure 44 which shows the five year 
plan of the three major disciplines and their expected results. Thermal structures 
experimental needs are currently in the definition stage. Static testing of small 
components is currently being done with the support of contractors, ADFRF, and the 
Aerothermal Loads Branch. 
The Thermal Structures FY 87 accomplishments listed below are highlighted by 
figures 45 through 51. 
Cooled Structures: 
- Methodology for Designing Cooled Engine Wall Structure 
H ot/Cr y o Structures: 
- Carbon-Carbon/Refractory-Metal Heat-Pipe Structure Extends the 
- Blade-Stiffened Carbon-Carbon Compression Panels 
- Blatt's Equation Used to Characterize Effects of Thermal Stratification 
Use of Carbon-Carbon in Withstanding High Heat Loads 
for NASP Vehicle Design 
Analysis and Synthesis Methods: 
- Transient Finite-Element Heat-Pipe Analysis Predicts Startup from a 
- Improved lntracell Buckling Coefficient Leads to Weight Reduction for 
- New Direct Solution Developed for Thermal Stresses in a Spherical 
Frozpm State 
Honeycomb Panels 
Nose Cap Under an Arbitrary Temperature Distribution 
Each highlight is accompanied by descriptive material. 
PUBLICATIONS 
The FY 87 accomplishments of the Loads and Aeroelasticity Division resulted in a 
number of publications. The publications are listed below by organization and are 
identified by the categories of journal publications, formal NASA reports, conference 
presentations, contractor reports, tech briefs, and patents. 
Division Office 
Formal Reports 
1. Gardner, J. E.; and Dixon, S. C.: Loads and Aeroelasticity Division Research and 
Technology Accomplishments for FY 1986 and Plans for FY 1987. NASA TM- 
89084, January 1987. 
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Conference Presentations 
2. Noor, A. K.; and Dixon, S. C.: Flight-Vehicle Structures Education in the United 
States - Assessment and Recommendations. Presented at the 
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS, 28th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials 
Conference, April 6-8, 1987, Monterey, California. AlAA Paper No. 87-0978-CP. 
Also available in Comwte rs and Structures , V01.27, NO. 6, 1987, pp. 695-719. 
. . .  Conflauration Aeroelasticititv B r u  
Journal Publications 
3. Cole, S. R.: Exploratory Flutter Test in a Cryogenic Wind Tunnel. Jou rnal of 
Aircrafi, Vol. 23, No. 12, December 1986, pp. 904-91 1. 
4. Lakin, W. D.: A Combined Integrating and Differentiating Matrix Formulation for 
Boundary Value Problems on Rectangular Domains. Journal of EnQlneering 
Mathematics, Vol. 20, pp. 203-215, 1986. 
5. Hodges, D. H.; Hopkins, A. S.; Kunz, D. L.; and Hinnant, H. E.: Introduction to 
Approach to Rotorcraft Modeling. Jou rnal of the American Helicopte r SOC ietv, Vol. 
32, No. 2, pp. 78-90, April 1987. 
i 
3 GRASP - General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program - A Modern 
Formal : A S A  Reports 
6. Pearson, R. M.; Giesing, J. P.; Nomura, J. K.; and Ruhlin, C. L.: Transonic Flutter- 
Model Study of a Multijet Airplane Wing with Winglets Including Considerations of 
Separated Flow and Aeroelastic Deformation Effects. NASA TM-87753, 
November 1986. 
7. Ruhlin, C. L.; Bhatia, J. G.; and Nagaraja, K. S.: Effects of Winglet on Transonic 
Flutter Characteristics of a Cantilevered Twin-Engine-Transport Wing Model. 
NASA TP-2627, December 1986. 
I 
8. Hodges, R. V.; Nixon, M. W.; and Rehfield, L. W.: Comparison of Composite Rotor 
Blade Models: A Coupled-Beam Analysis and an MSC/NASTRAN Finite Element 
Model. NASA TM-89024 and AVSCOM TM 87-B-2, March 1987. 
9. Yeager, W. T., Jr.; Hamouda, M-N. H.; and Mantay, W. R.: An Experimental 
Investigation of the Aeromechanical Stability of a Hingeless Rotor in Hover and 
Forward Flight. NASA TM-89107, AVSCOM TM 87-8-5, June 1987. 
I 10. Nixon, M. W.: Preliminary Structural Design of Composite Main Rotor Blades for 
Minimum Weight. NASA TP-2730, AVSCOM TM 87-8-6, July 1987. 
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11. Yeager, W. T., Jr.; Mantay, W. R.; Wilbur, M. L.; Cramer, R. G., Jr.; and Singleton, J. 
D.: Wind-Tunnel Evaluation of an Advanced Main-Rotor Blade Design for a Utility- 
Class Helicopter. NASA TM-89129, AVSCOM TM 87-6-8, September 1987. 
Conference Presentations 
12. Kvaternik, R. G.; Bartlett, F. D.; and Cline, J. H.: A Summary of Recent NASA/Army 
Contributions to Rotorcraft Vibrations and Structural Dynamics Technology. 
Presented at the 1987 NASA/Army Rotorcraft Technology Conference, March 17- 
19, 1987, Moffett Field, California. NASA CP pending. 
13. Cole, S. R.; Rivera, J. A., Jr.; and Nagaraja, K. S.: Flutter Study of an Advanced 
Composite Wing with External Stores. Presented at the AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS, 
28th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, April 6-8, 1987, 
Monterey, California. AlAA Paper No. 87-0880-CP. 
14. Hinnant, H. E.; and Hodges, D. H.: Application of GRASP to Nonlinear Analysis of 
a Cantilever Beam. Presented at the AlAA Dynamics Specialists Conference, 
April 9-1 0, 1987, Monterey, California. AlAA Paper No. 87-0953-CP. 
15. Nixon, M. W.: Extension-Twist Coupling of Composite Circular Tubes with 
Application to Tilt Rotor Blade Design. Presented at the AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS, 
28th Structures Structural Dynamics and Material Conference, April 6-8, 1987, 
Monterey, California. AlAA Paper No. 87-0772-CP. 
16. PiPt'e, D. S.; and Cazier, F. W., Jr.: Experimental Transonic Steady State and 
Unsteady Pressure Measurements on a Supercritical Wing During Flutter and 
Forced Discrete Frequency Oscillations. Presented at the NASA Symposium on 
Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity, May 20-22, 1987, 
Hampton, Virginia. NASA CP pending. 
Contractor Reports 
17. Dompka, R. V. and Cronkhite, J. D.: Summary of AH-1 G Flight Vibration Data for 
Validation of Coupled Rotor-Fuselage Analyses. NASA CR-178160, Nov. 1986. 
18. Straub, F. K., and Byrns, E. V. Jr.: Application of Higher Harmonic Blade 
Feathering on the OH-6A Helicopter for Vibration Reduction, NASA CR-4031, 
December 1986. 
19. Cronkhite, J. D.; Berry, V. L.; and Dompka, R. V.: Summary of the Modeling and 
Test Correlations of a NASTRAN Finite Element Vibrations Model for the AH-1G 
Helicopter. NASA CR-178201, January 1987. 
20. Noor, A. K.: Flight-Vehicle Structures Education in the United States - 
Assessment and Recommendations. NASA CR-4048, February 1 987. 
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21. Halwes, D. R.: Ground and Flight Test Results of a Total Main Rotor Isolation 
Systems. NASA CR-4082, July 1987. 
U n st readv - Aerodvna mics Bra rich 
Journal Publications 
22. Batina, J. T.: Unsteady Transonic Flow Calculations for Wing-Fuselage 
Configurations. Journal o f A i r a  , Vol. 23, No. 12, December 1986, pp. 897-903. 
23. Seidel, D. A.; Sandford, M. C.; and Eckstrom, C. V.: Measured Unsteady 
Transonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of an Elastic Supercritical Wing. Journd 
gf AircraY, Vol. 24, No. 4, April 1987, pp. 225-230. 
24. Bennett, R. M.; Wynne, E. C.; and Mabey, D. G.: Calculation of Transonic Steady 
and Oscillatory Pressures on a Low Aspect Ratio Model. Jou rnal of A ircraft, Vol. 
24, No. 6, June 1987, pp. 392-398. 
25. Smith, G. E.; Whitlow, W., Jr.; and Hassan, H. A.: Unsteady Transonic Flows Past 
Airfoils Using the Euler Equations. Journal of A i r m  , Vol. 24, No. 9 September 
1987, pp. 670-672. 
Formal NASA Reports 
26. Hess, R. W.; Cazier, F. W., Jr.; and Wynne, E. C.: Steady and Unsteady Transonic 
Pressure Measurements on a Clipped Delta Wing for Pitching and Control- 
Surface Oscillations. NASA TP-2594, October 1986. 
27. Cunningham, H. J.: Steady and Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces From the 
SOUSSA Surface-Panel Method for a Fighter Wing with Tip Missile and 
Comparison with Experiment and PANAIR. NASA TP-2736, August 1987. 
28. Howlett, J. T.; and Bland, S. R.: Calculation of Viscous Effects on Transonic Flow 
NASA TP-2731, for Oscillating Airfoils and Comparisons with Experiment. 
September 1987. 
Conference Presentations 
29. Yates, E. C., Jr.; and Whitlow, W., Jr.: Development of Computational Methods for 
Unsteady Aerodynamics at the NASA Langley Research Center. Presented at the 
63rd Meeting of the AGARD Structures and Materials Panel Workshop on Future 
Research on Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and Its Aeroelastic Applications, 
September 28 - October 3, 1986, Athens, Greece. Also available as NASA TM- 
89133, March 1987. 
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30. Yates, E. C., Jr.; and Chu, L. C.: Static Aeroelastic Effects on the Flutter of 
Supercritical Wing. Presented at the 63rd Meeting of the AGARD Structures and 
Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on Static Aeroelastic Effects on High- 
Performance Aircraft, September 28 - October 3, 1986, Athens, Greece. Also 
available as NASA TM-89132, March 1987. 
31. Batina, J. T.: An Efficient Algorithm for Solution of the Unsteady Transonic Small- 
Disturbance Equation. Presented at the AlAA 25th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 
January 12-1 5, 1987, Reno, Nevada. AIAA Paper No. 87-01 09. Also available as 
NASA TM-89014. December 1986. 
32. Edwards, J. W.; and Thomas, J. L.: Computational Methods for Unsteady 
Transonic Flows. Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace Sciences Meeting. 
January 12-15, 1987, Reno, Nevada. AlAA Paper No. 87-0107-CP. Also 
available as NASA TM-89106, March 1987. 
33. Hess, R. W.; Seidel, D. A.; Igoe, W. 6.; and Lawing, P. L.: Highlights of Unsteady 
Pressure Tests on a 14 Percent Supercritical Airfoil at High Reynolds Number, 
Transonic Condition. Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 
January 12-15, 1987, Reno, Nevada. AlAA Paper No. 87-0035-CP. Also 
available as NASA TM-89080, January 1987. 
34. Batina, J. T.; Seidel, D. A.; Bland, S. R.; and Bennett, R. M.: Unsteady Transonic 
Flow Calculations for Realistic Aircraft Configurations. Presented at the 
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS, 28th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials 
Conference, April 6-8, 1987, Monterey, California. AlAA Paper No. 87-0850-CP. 
Also available as NASA TM-89120, March 1987. 
35. Bennett, R. M.; Bland, S. R.; Batina, J. T.; Gibbons, M. D.; and Mabey, D. G.: 
Calculation of Steady and Unsteady Pressures on Wings at Supersonic Speeds 
with a Transonic Small Disturbance Code. Presented at the 
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS, 28th Structures, Structural Dyunamics and Materials 
Conference, April 6-8, 1987, Monterey, California. AIAA Paper No. 87-0851 -CP. 
36. Seidel, D. A.; Eckstrom, C. V.; and Sandford, M. C.: Investigation of Transonic 
Region of High Dynamic Response Encountered on an Elastic Supercritical Wing. 
Presented at the AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS 28th Structures, Structural Dynamics, 
and Materials Conference, April 6-8, 1987, Monterey, California. AIAA Paper No. 
87-0735-CP. Also available as NASA TM-89121, March 1987. 
37. Batina, J. T.: CAP-TSD: A Program for Unsteady Transonic Analysis of Realistic 
Aircraft Configurations. Presented at the NASA Symposium on Transonic 
Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity, May 20-22, 1987, Hampton, Virginia. 
NASA CP pending. 
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38. Bennett, R. M.; Bland, S. R.; Batina, J. T.; Gibbons, M. D.; and Mabey, D. G.: 
Calculation of Steady and Unsteady Pressures on Wings at Supersonic Speeds 
with CAP-TSD. Presented at the NASA Symposium on Transonic Unsteady 
Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity, May 20-22, 1987, Hampton, Virginia. NASA CP 
pending . 
39. Cunningham, H. J.; Bennett, R. M.; and Batina, J. T.: Initial Application of CAP- 
TSD to Wing Flutter. Presented at the NASA Symposium on Transonic Unsteady 
Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity, May 20-22, 1987, Hampton, Virginia. NASA CP 
pending. 
40. Hess, R. W.: Unsteady Pressure Measurements on a Airfoil at High Reynolds 
Number. Presented at NASA Symposium on Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics 
and Aeroelasticity, May 20-22, 1987, Hampton, Virginia. NASA CP pending. 
41. Howlett, J. T.: Viscous Flow Calculations for the AGARD Standard Configuration 
Airfoils with Experimental Comparisons. Presented at the NASA Symposium on 
Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity, May 20-22, 1987, 
Hampton, Virginia. NASA CP pending. 
I 
42. Seidel, D. A.; Adams, W. H., Jr.; Eckstrom, C. V.; and Sandford, M. C.: 
Investigation and Suppression of High Dynamic Response Encountered on an 
Elastic Supercritical Wing. Presented at the NASA Symposium on Transonic 
Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity, May 20-22, 1987, Hampton, Virginia. 
NASA CP pending. 
42. Whitlow, W., Jr.: Application of a Full Potential Method to AGARD Standard 
Airfoils. Presented at NASA Symposium on Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics 
and Aeroelasticity, May 20-22, 1987, Hampton, Virginia. NASA CP pending. 
Tech Briefs 
43. Seidel, D. A,; Batina, J. T.; and Whitlow, W., Jr.: XTRAN2L: A Program for Solving 
the General-Frequency Unsteady Two-Dimensional Transonic Small-Disturbance 
Equation (Version 1.2). NASA Tech Brief LAR-13899. 
44. Yates, E. C., Jr.: Model Data for Wing 445.6. NASA Tech Brief LAR-13903. 
. .  Aeroservoebsticitv Branch 
I Journal Publications 
45. Mukhopadhyay, V.: Stability Robustness Improvement Using Constrained 
Optimization Techniques. M a l  of G u i m .  Control. and Dvnam im Vol. 10, 
No. 2, March-April 1987, pp. 172-1 77. 
Conference Presentations 
46. Eckstrom, C. V.: Prediction of Wing Aeroelastic Effects on Aircraft Lift and Pitching 
Moment Characteristics. Presented at the 63rd Meeting of the AGARD Structures 
and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on Static Aeroelastic Effects on High- 
Performance Aircraft, September 28 - October 3, 1986, Athens, Greece. 
Conference Proceedings No. 403. Also available as NASA TM-89060, Oct. 1986. 
47. Adams, Jr., W. M.; Tiffany, S. H.; and Bardusch, R. E.: Active Suppression of an 
"Apparent Shock Induced Instability." Presented at the AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS 
28th Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, April 6-8, 1987, 
Monterey, California. AlAA Paper No. 87-0881 -CP. 
48. Arbuckle, P. D.; Buttrill, C. S.; and Zeiler, T. A.: A New Simulation Model Building 
Process for Use in Dynamic Systems Integration Research. Presented at the AIAA 
Flight Simulation Technologies Conference, August 17-1 9, 1987, Monterey, 
California. AlAA Paper No. 87-2498-CP. 
49. Tiffany, S. H.; and Adams, Jr., W. M.: Nonlinear Programming Extensions to 
Rational Function Approximations of Unsteady Aerodynamics. Presented at the 
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS 28th Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials 
Conference, April 6-8, 1987, Monterey, California. AIAA Paper No. 87-0854-CP. 
50. Mukhopadhyay, V.: Digital Robust Active Control Law Synthesis for Large Order 
Flexible Structure Using Parameter Optimization. Presented at the Sixth 
VPI&SU/AIAA Symposium on Dynamics and Control of Large Structures, June 29- 
July 1, 1987, Blacksburg, Virginia. 
51. Buttrill, C.S.; Zeiler, T. A.; and Arbuckle, P. D.: Nonlinear Simulation of a Flexible 
Aircraft in Maneuvering Flight. Presented at the AlAA Flight Simulation 
Technologies Conference, August 17-1 9, 1987, Monterey, California. A I M  Paper 
NO. 87-2501 -CP. 
52. Gilbert, M. G.; and Silva, W. A.: The Effects of Aeroelastic Deformation on the 
Unaugmented Stopped-Rotor Dynamics of an X-Wing Aircraft. Presented at the 
AlAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, August 17-1 9, 1987, Monterey, 
California. AIAA Paper No. 87-2563-CP. Also available as NASA TM-100480, 
June 1987. 
53. Mukhopadhyay, V.: Digital Robust Active Control Law Synthesis for Large Order 
Flexible Structure Using Constrained Optimization. Presented at the AlAA 
Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference, August 17-1 9, 1987, Monterey, 
California. AlAA Paper No. 87-2588-CP. 
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Formal NASA Reports 
54. Camp, D. W.; and Frost, W. (Editors): Atmospheric Turbulence Relative to 
Aviation, Missile, and Space Programs. NASA CP-2468, April 1987. 
Contractor Reports 
55. Frost, W.; Chang, H-P.; and Ringnes, E. A.: Analyses and Assessments of 
NASA (33-178288, Spanwise Gust Gradient Data from NASA 8-578 Aircraft. 
August 1987. 
Formal NASA Reports 
56. Glass, C. E.; and Hunt, L. R.: Aerothermal Tests of Spherical Dome 
NASA TP-2631, Protuberances on a Flat Plate at a Mach Number of 6.5. 
December 1986. 
57. Albertson, C. W.: Aerothermal Evaluation of a Spherically Blunted Body with a 
Trapezoidal Cross Section Body in the Langley 8-Foot High-Temperature Tunnel. 
NASA TP-2641, April 1987. 
58. Wietiw A. R.: Experimental Study of Shock Wave Interference Heating on a 
Cylinc(lI;al Leading Edge. NASA TM-100484, May 1987, 266 p. Ph.D. 
dissertation submitted tcr Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia. 
Conference Presentations 
59. Wieting, A. R.: Experimental Study of Shock Wave Interference Heating on a 
Cylindrical Leading Edge. Presented at the 2nd NASP Technology Coni., Nov. 5- 
7, 1986, Laurel, MD. Paper No. 94, NASA CP-2014. r 
60. Dechaumphai, P.; Wieting, A. R.; and Thornton, E. A.: Thermal Structural 
Performance on an Acttively Cooled Leading Edge Subjected to a Type IV Shock 
Wave Interference Heating. Presented at the Third National Aero-Space Plane 
I Technology Symposium held at NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987, NASP CP-3021, 
~ Vol. VI, pp. 1-16. 
61. Wieting, A. R.; Thareja, R. R.; Stewart, J. R.: and Morgan, K.: Inviscid Analysis of 
Shock Wave Interference on a Cylindrical Leading Edge. Presented at the Third 
National Aero-Space Plane Technology Symposium held at NASA Ames, June 2- 
4, 1987, NASP CP-3016, VOI. I, pp. 335-354. 
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62. Wieting, A. R.; and Holden, M. S.: Experimental Study of Shock Wave 
Interference Heating on a Cylindrical Leading Edge at Mach 6 and 8. Presented 
at the AlAA 22nd Thermophysics Conference, June 8-1 0, 1987, Honolulu, Hawaii. 
AlAA Paper No. 87-1 51 1 -CP. Also available as NASA TM-100483. 
63. Reubush, D. E.: Puster, R. L.; and Kelly, H. N.: Modification to the Langley 8-Foot 
High Temperature Tunnel for Hypersonic Propulstion Testing. Presented at the 
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS, 23rd Joint Propulsion Conference "Propulsion - The 
Next Horizon," June 29 - July 2, 1987, San Diego, California. AlAA Paper No. 87- 
1887-CP. Also availible as NASA TM 100486. June 1987. 
Tech Briefs 
64. Puster, R. L.: Improved Insert for Variable Mach Number. NASA Tech Brief LAR- 
13548. 
Thermal Structures Branch 
Formal NASA Reports 
65. Sawyer, J. W.; Ransone, P. 0.; and Stroud, C. W.: Evaluation of Damage to 
Coated Carbon/Carbon Material Due to Low Velocity Impact and Simulated 
Shuttle Reentry Thermal Cycles. NASA TM-89000, November 1986. 
66. KO, W. L.; Shideler, J. L.; and Fields, R. A.: Buckling Characteristics of Hypersonic 
Aircraft Wing Tubular Panels. NASA TM-87756, December 1986. 
67. Davis, R. C.; Royster, D. M.; and Bales, T. T.: Analysis and Test of Superplastically 
Formed Titanium Hat-Stiffened Panels Under Compression. NASA TM-88989, 
January 1987. 
68. Davis, R. C. and Carder, F.: Buckling Tests of a 10-Foot Diameter Stiffened 
Cylinder with Rectangular Cutouts. NASA TM-88996, February 1987. 
69. Camarda, C. J.; Haftka, R. T.; and Riley, M. F.: An Evaluation of Higher-Order 




70. Baker, N. R.: Jet Impingement Cooling: Review and Applicability. Presented at 
the 2nd NASP Technology Conf., Nov. 5-7, 1986, Laurel, MD, Paper no. 95, 
NASP CP-2014. 
71. Jackson, L. R.: Structural Technologies for NASP. Presented at the 2nd NASP 
Technology Conf., Nov. 5-7, 1986, Laurel, MD, Paper no. 90, NASP CP-2014. 
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72. Moses, P. L.; and Jones, S. C.: Engine S?ruc:ure Analysis for Conceptual Design. 
I Presented at the 2nd NASP Technology Conf., Nov. 5-7, 1986, Laurel, MD, Paper 
no. 97, NASP CP-2014. 
73. Taylor, A. H.: Development of a High Temperature Titanium Honeycomb Core 
Sandwich Structure. Presented at the 2nd NASP Technology Conf., Nov. 5-7, 
1986, Laurel, MD. Paper No. 98, NASP CP-2014. 
74. Ransone, P. 0.; Maahs, H. G.; Olhorst, C. W.; and Sawyer, J. W.: Interlaminar 
Tensile Test Methodology for Two-Dimensional Carbon-Carbon Composites. 
Presented at the 11 th Conf. on Composite Material in Cocoa Beach, FL, Jan 19- 
23, 1987. 
75. Sawyer, J. W.: Effects of Impact Damage and Holes on Compression Strength of 
Two-Dimensional Carbon-Carbon Composites. Presented at the ACS 11 th  
Annual Conference on Composites and Advanced Ceramic Materials, January 18- 
21, 1987, Cocoa Beach, Florida. In NASA CP-2482, pp. 229-252. Also available 
as NASA TM-89150, May 1987. 
76. Colwell, G. T.; Jang, J. H.; and Camarda, C. J.: Modeling of Startup From The 
Frozen State. Presented at the 6th International Heat Pipe Conference, Grenoble, 
France, May 25-29, 1987. Proceedings Pending. 
77. Rummler, D. R.; Cerro, J. A.; and Dixon, S. C.: Structures and Materials 
Requirements for Reusable Hypervelocity Vehicles. Presented at the 7th Metal 
Matrix Composite Technology Conf., Naval Surface Weapons Center, Silver 
Spring, MD, May 26-28, 1987. Proceedings Pending. 
78. Baker, N. R. and Vause, R. F.: Thermal Aspects of Cryo-Tank Design for NASP. 
Presented at the Third National Aero-Space Plane Technology Symposium held 
at NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987, NASP CP-3021 , Vol. VI, pp. 343-360. 
79. Davis, R. C.; Bfosser, M. L.; Dieter, R. J., and Bowman, L. M: An Analytical 
Thermal Stress Solution for a Sphere Under an Arbitrary Temperature 
Distribution. Presented at the Third National Aero-Space Plane Technology 
Symposium, NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987, NASP CP-3021 , Vol. VI, pp. 73-90. 
80. Polesky, S. P.; Robinson, J. C.; and KO, W. L.: Thermal Finite Element Analysis for 
Hypersonic Aircraft Structures. Presented at the Third National Aero-Space Plane 
Technology Symposium held at NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987, NASP CP-3021, 
Vol. VI, pp. 55-72. 
81. Rogers, V. A.; and Robinson, J. C.: Thermal Finite Element Analysis of Liquid 
Hydrogen Tanks. Presented at the Third National Aero-Space Plane Technology 
Symposium, NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987, NASP CP-3021 , Vol. VI, pp. 361-380. 
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82. Ricketts, Rodney H.; Spain, C. V.; and Cerro, J. A.: Aeroelastic Considerations for 
an Airbreathing Single-Stage-to-Orbit Vehicle. Presented at the Third National 
Aero-Space Plane Technology Symposium held at NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987, 
NASP CP-3021, Vol. VI, pp. 195-21 4. 
83. Sawyer, J. W.; Ransone, P. 0.; and Stroud, C. W.: Carbon-Carbon Development 
Program for Lightly Loaded Structures. Presented at the Third National Aero- 
Space Plane Technology Symposium held at NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987. 
NASP CP 3021, Vol. VI, pp. 259-286. 
84. Scotti, S. J.; Martin, C. J.; Bowman, L. M.; and Lucas, S. H.: Active Cooling for the 
Engine of a Generic NASP Configuration. Presented at the Third National Aero- 
Space Plane Technology Symposium held at NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987, 
NASP CP-3021, Vol. VI, pp. 21 5-242. 
85. Taylor, A. H.; McAuliffe, P. S.; and Sparks, L. L.: An Advanced Reusable 
Cryogenic Foam Insulation System. Presented at the Third National Aero-Space 
Plane Technology Symposium held at NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987. NASP CP- 
3021, Vol. VI, pp. 395-424. 
86. Vause, R. F.: Investigation of Design Equations for lntracell Buckling of 
Honeycomb Panels. Presented at the Third National Aero-Space Plane 
Technology Symposium held at NASA Ames, June 2-4, 1987, NASP CP-3021, 
Vol. VI, pp. 91 -1 16. 
87. Blosser, M. L.: Thermal-Stress-Free Fasteners for Joining Orthotropic Materials. 
Presented at AlAA 22nd Thermophysics Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, June 8- 
10, 1987. AlAA Paper No. 87-1 609. Also available as NASA TM-100489, August 
1987. 
88. Sawyer, J. W.; Maahs, H. G.; Scotti, S. J.; and Blosser, M. L.: Carbon-Carbon 
Composites for Hypersonic Vehicle Airframe Applications. Presented at the 
Workshop on Oxidation-Resistant Carbon-Carbon for Hypersonic Vehicle 
Applications, September 15-1 6, 1987, Hampton, Virginia. NASA CP pending. 
Contractor Reports 
89. Silverstein, C. C.: Heat Pipe Cooling for Scramjet Engines. CCS Associates. 
NASA CR 4036, December 1986. 
Tech Briefs 
90. Davis, R. C. and Jackson, L. R.: NASA Tech Brief LAR-13438, "Truss-Core 
Corrugation." October 1986. 
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91. Taylor, A. H.; Davis, R. C.; and Jackson, L. R.: NASA Tech Brief LAR 13506, 
I "Reusable High-Temperature Cryogenic Foam Insulation System," May 1987. 
92. Taylor, A. H.: NASA Tech Brief LAR 13435-1, "Composite Piston," May 1987. 
93. Camarda, C. J. and Ransone, P. 0.: NASA Tech Brief LAR 13761-1, "Reusable 
High Temperature Heat Pipe and Heat Pipe Panels," 1987. 
Patents 
94. Jackson, L. R.; Davis, R. C., and Taylor, A. H.: DAZE Fasteners. U.S. Patent 
4,650,385, March 1987. 
95. Taylor, A. H.: Lightweight Piston. U.S. Patent 4,683,809, August 1987. 
FY 88 PLANS 
The FY 88 plans for the Loads and Aeroelasticity Division are broken out by each 
of the branches (technical areas) and selected highlights of proposed FY 88 
milestones are presented. 
Confiauration Aeroelasticitv Branch 
For FY 88 the Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch (CAB) will continue its broadly 
based research program on dynamic and aeroelastic phenomena of aircraft and 
rotorcraft as summarized in figure 52. 
A large portion of this work is associated with tests in the Langley TDT with 
companion theoretical studies. Research studies are planned for both rotorcraft and 
airplanes. The rotorcraft studies will use the aeroelastic rotor experimental system 
(ARES). Rotorcraft work will focus on applications of advanced aerodynamic and 
structural methodology to new rotor concepts. Airplane focused studies will include a 
parametric study of the flutter characteristics of the Arrow Wing - a supersonic transport. 
type wing. In addition to research studies, an aeroelastic verification test is planned for 
the F-16 with a new pylon and with a modified wing. 
I 
Work will continue in the area of prediction of helicopter vibration characteristics by 
using finite element modeling procedures. Studies involving the major airframe 
manufacturers will be continued. In addition, the development of analysis tools for the 
design of composite rotor blades, and the testing of tension-torsion coupling of rotating 
tubes will continue. 
Significant progress in the development of a new data acquisition, display, and 
control system for the TDT is expected. The system is expected to be ready for on-line 
operation early in 1988. 
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Selected highlights of proposed FY 88 milestones are listed below and are shown 
by figures 53 through 56. 
Aircraft Aeroelasticity: 
- Aircraft Aeroelasticity 
- Upgrading the Data Acquisition System for the Langley 
Transonic Dynamics Tunnel 
Rotorcraft Aeroelas t ici ty : 
- Rotorcraft Dynamics and Aeroelasticity 
Rotorcraft Structural Dynamics: 
Helicopter Structural Design 
- A National Capability to Analyze Vibration as Part of 
Each highlight is accompanied by descriptive material. 
U n s w  Aero m i c s  Branch 
For FY 88 there will be continuing activity in developing finite-difference algorithms 
to solve nonlinear, unsteady fluid flow equations for application to aeroelastic analysis 
(fig. 57). A major activity will be the release of the CAP-TSD (Computational 
Aeroelasticity Program-Transonic Small Disturbance) code to industry. Cooperative 
efforts on applications of the code to complete aircraft configurations will continue to 
be pursued, in order to assess the accuracy and robustness of the code. Also, work 
will be continued to assess the utility of the full potential equation for aeroelastic 
analysis. Work will be initiated to apply Navier-Stokes codes to aeroelastic problems. 
Interactive viscous boundary layer methods will be further developed; a two- 
dimensional strip method is available and a three-demensional unsteady finite 
difference code will be delivered during this period. Unsteady Euler methods, 
formulated in body fixed coordinates, will be applied to flexible wing problems to study 
dynamic vortex-st ructure interaction. 
The experimental program will include two wind tunnel tests. The wind tunnel tests 
are; a clipped delta wing and a canard interference test and a high angle oscillating 
delta wing test (the canard model). 
A e r o s e r v w  'citv Branch 
There are several efforts planned for FY 88 in each of the three major areas of 
analysis methods, design methods, and applications and validations (fig. 58). 
In the analysis methods area, real time simulation using a completely flexible 
math model with unsteady aerodynamics and pilot inputs is the goal of the FIT 
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(Functional Integration Technology) activities. An effort to develop unsteady 
aerodynamic correction factor methodology will be completed. These activities will 
evaluate the potential for using factors based on experimental steady pressures, total 
aircraft steady forces, or local aerodynamic section properties for obtaining accurate 
unsteady force predictions. Studies to evaluate the accuracy and advantages of the 
British SDG method over the American PSD method of determining gust loads will 
continue with the addition of flexible mode degrees of freedom in the aircraft 
representation. As a result of the expanding usage of the inhouse ISAC computer 
code by the aerospace industry and government labs, both nationally and 
internationally, all modules of the code will be fully documented with theoretical and 
user's manuals. Some progress towards the development of aerothermoelastic 
analysis capability for application to the NASP vehicle will be accomplished in the next 
year. In the design methods area, the development of an integrated structure and 
control law design approach based on hierarchal multilevel problem decomposition 
and optimization techniques using analytical sensitivities of an optimized structural 
design and of optimum control law solutions will be completed. In addition, control law 
synthesis methodology will be expanded to include optimization procedures based on 
constrained time history responses. 
In the applications and validations area, a cooperative effort between LaRC and 
Rockwell International will be initiated to evaluate multipoint (maneuver load control) 
and multifunction (flutter suppression during rolling maneuvers) control laws using the 
active flexible wing wind-tunnel model. This effort will involve significant inhouse 
activity in the areas of design, analysis, real-time simulation, and ground and wind- 
tunnel testing. Activities to correlate the unsteady flow conditions that occurred on the 
ARW-2 wind-tunnel model during transition from attached flow to one experiencing a 
strong recompression shock and boundary layer separation aft of the shock with an 
unusual high dynamic wing response will be completed. Aeroservoelastic analyses 
will continue for the RSRA stopped rotor X-Wing aircraft. The X-Wing math model will 
be modified to include an updated set of vibration modes for the complete vehicle and 
the flight control laws. 
Selected highlights of proposed FY 88 milestones are listed below and are shown 
by figures 59 through 61. 
Analysis and Design Methods: 
- Develop Methodology to Design Control Laws Based on Constrained Time 
History Responses 
Applications and Validations: 
- Initiate Cooperative Active Controls Test Program with Rockwell on AFW Model 
- Investigate Procedures to Integrate Thermal Effects into ASE Analysis 
Each highlight is accompanied by descriptive material. 
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For FY 88, there will be a continuing level of activity in all three disciplines as 
summarized in figures 62 and 63. 
Experiments - The major thrusts of the thermal loads research effort for FY 88 
consists of five specific tasks: 1) complete tests to establish a design and code 
validation data base of aerothermal loads for a blunt leading edge model with an 
impinging shock and for other generic hypersonic vehicle local configurations, 2) 
document gap heating results for a curved surface subject to a pressure gradient 
across the surface, 3) characterize the 2-0 turbulent boundary layer in the 8' HTT, 4) 
obtain pressure and heating rate distributions and aerodynamic coefficients for NASP 
government baseline vehicle, and 5) supersonic jet mass-addition cooling efficiency 
in presence of impinging shock wave. 
Analysis - The major thrust for the ALB analytical effort in FY 88 consists of two 
specific tasks: 1 ) continued development and validation of finite element methodology 
for the prediction of aerothermal loads to complement and supplement the 
experimental effort including implementation and evaluation of 3-D viscous analysis 
and adaptive/unstructured grid refinement strategies, 2) continue development and 
validation of the Langley Integrated Fluid-Thermal-Structural (LIFTS) analysis 
capability as a tool to design and evaluate structural concepts for super/hypersonic 
vehicles including implementation of non-linear structural behavior. Major efforts will 
be devoted to completing finite element analyses of a blunt leading edge with an 
impinging shock and a compression corner utilizing adaptivehnstructured mesh 
strategies. Specific plans include the development of an implicit time marching 
algorithm, extension of the 2D adaptive unstructured triangular remeshing scheme to 
3D and to thermal structural analysis, evaluation of higher order elements for CFD, 
and implimentation of nonlinear elasto-plastic constititutive relationship for thermal- 
structural analysis. 
Facilities and Test Techniques - The facilities effort involves the safe and 
efficient operation and the expansion of the test capabilities of the high energy 
facilities of the Aerothermal Loads Branch. 
A major effort for facilities development is support of the modification (FY 87 CofF) 
to the 8' HTT which will make it a unique national research facility for testing air- 
breathing propulsion systems for very high-speed aircraft and missiles (fig. 64). In 
support of this effort, the 7" HTT will be used to investigate alternate modes of oxygen 
injection and to develop propulsion testing support structures. 
FY 88 testing in the 8' HTT will include a 2nd generation U.S. Army/DNA model, a 
Survey of the 2-D Turbulent Boundary Layer on the Panel Holder, a NASP 
government baseline vehilcle, and supersonic-jet mass-addition cooling efficiency. 
Also, the Reynolds number and Mach number capability of the Calspan 48-Inch 
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Hypersonic Tunnel will be upgraded and used to complete shock-on-lip tests at high 
Mach numbers, sweep, and multiple impinging shocks. 
Selected highlights of the proposed FY 88 milestones are listed below and are 
shown in figures 65 through 66. 
Experiments: 
- Incident Shock/ Wall Jet Interaction - Corner Flow Experiment 
Thermal Structures Branch 
There are several major research activities for FY 88 which collectively represent a 
concerted thrust to advance the state of the art in thermal structures (figure 67). 
Work on cooled structures will be highlighted by testing of a flightweight 
SCRAMJET strut in both a combustion facility and a static load laboratory. Initial tests 
to determine the heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops associated with pin-fin 
heat exchangers sized for SCRAMJET engines should be completed at NBS, Boulder, 
CO. Work on the carbonkarbon heat pipe concept will be continued. Testing of water 
glycol cooled panels in the actively cooled test stand (ACTS) will be completed. 
In the area of hot/cryogenic structures, development of carbon/carbon structure for 
the control surfaces of hypersonic vehicles will be continued. Emphasis will be on 
control surfaces for the National Aero-Space Plane. Tunnel time permitting, the 
redesigned curved, thermal protection system (TPS) panel array will be tested in the 
8'HTT to complete our studies of panel-to-panel gap heating. The development of 
requirements for the certification/recertification of large, reusable cryogenic tanks for 
hypersonic vehicles will be initiated in FY 88. 
Research in the area of analysis and synthesis will include studies to investigate 
the level of discretization required to accurately predict the behavior of thermal 
structures. These studies will include both general structure (skin, ribs, etc.) and 
discontinuities such as joints. A highlight in this area will be initial studies to determine 
thermal effects on global vehicle stiffness. This work is directed toward assessing the 
impact of transient thermal histories on the aeroelastic behavior of hypersonic 
vehicles. Additionally, a model-size reduction technique which will result in shorter 
solution times will be applied to quasi-symmetric thermal problems, transform-method- 
based finite elements will be extended to nonlinear thermaktructural problems, and 
the development of optimal radiation surface elements will be completed. 
The development of the Thermal Structures Laboratory will continue in fT 88. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This publication documents the FY 1987 accomplishments, research and 
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